19.4 TONS
of reusable materials from
the final wrap out of GLOW.
Set dressing, props, wardrobe and other
released production items
Furniture, home goods, decor, framed artwork,
lighting xtures, ling cabinets, tness equipment,
vintage clothing, shoes, bedding, fabric,
production papers, packing materials and more.

Four full 24’ box truck loads
avoided ve 40-yard dumpsters

Home goods, pillows and blankets were donated
to Kay’s Foundation for redistribution to homeless
individuals and families.

It’s just such a relief to know that EcoSet is there
when liquidation phases arise in the television/ lm
business. They were able to assess what they
would be able to absorb themselves, and refer us
to other reuse parties for the remainder. When they
say they will take everything in a set dressing
storage unit, that is what they mean. All over, an
amazing service and a massive leap in the right
direction for our industry in reducing its carbon
footprint

By using EcoSet to dispose of all of our leftover set
dressing, all of these items will be reused instead
of ending up in a land ll. It was a savings for our
nal wrap out as it was cheaper to pay for their
trucks and labor than it would have been to have
our storage facility dispose of all items. We saved
on countless dumpsters as well as on labor, and
reduced our environmental footprint all at the same
time. Their staff was incredibly professional and
ef cient, and also took the time to nd a home for
some of our larger scenery for a very reasonable
referral fee, again cutting down on waste and cost.
I hope to be able to utilize them on all my future
nal wraps

Liz Gaffne

Djuna Myer

Production Coordinator / GLOW

Production Supervisor / GLOW
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